
ECON 4640 Spring 2012

Seminar 2

I Exercise on pork-barrel spending

This exercise is based on Dixit and Londregan (1996). A government has an exogenous

revenue B, which is to be distributed among a number of groups g = 1, . . . , G. There are

Ng members of group g. There are two parties L and R, who both propose platforms. A

platform is a set of transfer schedules TLg and TRg which gives the party’s promise to each

member of group g. The sum of transfers cannot be larger than the revenue B. Hence the

budget constraint is ∑
g

NgT
L
g = B and

∑
g

NgT
R
g = B

Voters in group g have an income yg before the transfer, and values consumption by a

concave utility function U . Voter i will vote for party L if

U
(
yg + TLg

)
> U

(
yg + TRg

)
+ σi + δ

where σi is some individual specific stochastic variable with a uniform distribution on the in-

terval
[
− 1

2φg
, 1
2φg

]
and δ is an aggregate popularity shock uniformly distributed on

[
− 1

2ψ
, 1
2ψ

]
.

Notice that φg need not be the same for all groups.

1. Interpret σi and δ. Is this a reasonable model of voting behaviour?

2. Assume both parties propose platforms to maximize their probability of winning the

election. Which platforms will they choose. How does this depend on φg, and why?

3. Do large groups get smaller or larger transfers per person than small groups?

4. Do poor groups get smaller or larger transfers than rich groups, other things equal?
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http://www.jstor.org/stable/2082513


II Review of econometrics

We will use Strömberg’s (2004) paper “Radio’s Impact on Public Spending” as a starting

point for the review. You may also benefit from reading the economtrics note published

on the course web site. You should focus on Tables II and III, and you can certainly skip

the theory part of the paper. Strömberg constructs a theory where more informed voters

have more power in determining public spending. During the US New Deal, radio was still

something new, and not all voters had a radio. If we assume that radio helped inform voters,

areas with many voters with a radio should receive a larger share of public funds. This is

what he tries to test.

1. Consider column (I) of table II. Set up an econometric model corresponding to this

specification and explain the different parts of the econometric model. Pay particular

attention to interpreting the coefficients and the error term (residual). What assump-

tions will you make about the error term?

2. Explain and interpret all the number in column (I). Do the same for columns (II)

to (IV). Why does he get differnt results in the differnt columns, and why should he

present several columns with seemingly similar results?

3. Strömberg fears that ownership of radio may be an endogeneous variable. Explain

what this means and what the consequences are.

4. What are instrumental variables (IV)? What properties should the instrument have?

5. Discuss the IV estimates in Table III. What instruments does he use? How do you

interpret the coefficients in this table?

6. Discuss whether you think his instruments are good in this case.
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1162/003355304772839560
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